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Abstract – The data mining and knowledge discovery in
databases have been the latest trend for researchers, media
attention, and industry. The stake of the people has grown
tremendously in business to analyze the data in all sectors.
It has discovered the ways of using the data scattered as
one system for better understanding and management of
the business. The Enterprise data mining consist of
applications which includes complex data such as
multiple heterogeneous large data sources, business
impact and user preferences. For this situation single
method is often limited in discovering informative
knowledge from complex database. It is critical to develop
effective methods for mining patterns combining necessary
information from multiple related business rules, catering
for real business needs and decision-making actions
rather than just providing a single line of patterns. The
mechanism describes the basic processes for complex data
like multi method combined mining, multi feature
combined mining and multi source combined mining. The
mechanism will be evaluated with complex data sets to
show the flexibility and instantiation capability in
discovering informative knowledge in complex data using
combined mining.
Keywords - Data Mining, knowledge discovery, complex data,
combined mining, multimethod, multisource, multifeature.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The data mining applications, like mining public service
data and telecom fraudulent activities, consist of complex
data sources, particularly distributed ,multiple large scale,
and heterogeneous data sources embedding information
about user preferences ,transactions, and business impact.
In these applications business people are discovering the
informative knowledge to prevent the business settings on a
single sources object. At this situation business people think
the need to discovering the informative knowledge by using
multiple business rules with effective and high performance.
This process is a challenge and very difficult by applying
the business rules in the joined tables and decision makers
to get the informative knowledge from complex data. The
following few drawbacks of the discovering knowledge
information from the complex data:
1) Data sampling,
2) Joining multiple relational tables,

3) Post analysis and mining,
4) Involving multiple methods, and
5) Multiple data sources mining.
In real-life data mining, the data sampling is usually not
acceptable as it may miss important data that are filtered
out. The joining of tables may not be possible due to the
time and space limit such as dealing with hundreds of
millions of transactions from multiple data sources. In [5],
[4], and [9], we proposed the concepts of combined rule
pairs, combined rule clusters, association rule and combined
rule pairs. A combined association rule is composed of
multiple heterogeneous itemsets from different data sets
while combined rule pairs and clusters are built from
combined association rules. These combined rules cannot be
directly produced by traditional algorithms such as the
FPGrowth [13].
The Proposed system in this paper is completely
dependent on the existing system because the proposed
system uses the existing algorithms and methods are used to
develop. We are proposing the combined association rules,
combined rule pairs and combined rule cluster are used to
mine the informative data from complex data.
II.

CONCEPT OF COMBINED MINING

Combined mining is proposed methodology for handling
the complexity of employing multi-information sources,
multi-feature sets, constraints, multi-methods and multimodels in data mining, and for analyzing the complex
relations between descriptors or objects (attributes, sources,
methods, constraints, labels and impacts) or between
identified patterns during the learning process. Combined
patterns can be formed through the analysis of internal
relations between pattern constituents or objects that are
obtained by method on a single dataset, for which the
combined sequential patterns are formed by analyzing the
relations within a sequential pattern set. The contribution of
combined mining is that it enables the induction of
knowledge, construction, extraction and discovery which
consists not only of discriminated objects but also of
relations between objects and interactions, as well as their
impact. This approach is called actionable complex patterns.
Combined mining provides a solution for meeting the
challenge of mining complex knowledge in complex data
[6]. It also builds upon other approaches such as
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generalization, summarization [8, 2], and aggregation and
inference, in order to combine them with data-driven
knowledge discovery from complex environments. It helps
to clear the difference and purpose between combined
mining and other relevant techniques. First, the actionability
of patterns [6, 7] and the method to discover actionable
patterns [3, 14, 11] even though we assure that combined
mining intends to deliver actionable results. Secondly,
combined mining handles a range of different scenarios
from multiple sets of features [15] to multiple methods and
multiple sources as necessary for problem solving [1].
Finally, combined mining could be treated as a hybrid data
mining method if it was to be applied for the multi-method
combined pattern mining to execute the variety of
combinations of different data mining approaches [12, 10].
The combination of classification with association rule
mining, it produces an associative classifier which can be
built on an unordered dataset to predict online shopping
fraud. Combined mining focuses on extracting and
discovering more meaningful patterns from complex data.
The flow of the combined mining process is as shown in
figure 1.
III.

MULTI SOURCE COMBINED MINING

The various inputs of data mining application come from
different data sources. These data sources can be
heterogeneous, huge as well as complex in size. Instead of
combining this data into homogeneous form (which is
usually done by joining the tables) and then operated upon
by mining algorithms, it is recommended to combine
discovered patterns from the heterogeneous data sources [1].
IV.

MULTI FEATURE COMBINED MINING

Multiple data sources with patterns like homogeneous are
very easy to handle, but data sources with multiple featureset required to be handled with special care. In multifeature
combined mining, atomic patterns (the patterns that are
generated from a single source) are collaborated to form
combined patterns which are found to be informative. The
steps in MFCM are shown in figure 2.
The data obtained after applying the patterns is
informative which helps to make decisions for the growth of
the business. The collaboration of the patterns uses business
intelligence. But data with multiple features is very delicate
and need to be handled with care.
The diagrammatic representation helps to understand
properly the concepts of combined mining. The sequential
classifiers are used for the final result of combined mining
so that further actions can be taken depending on the output.
So the input given for mining should be correct and
according to the requirements of the user.
The following are some types of combined patterns [1]
discussed as:

Figure 1. Steps of Combined Mining
a) Pair patterns are formed by the combining of two atomic
patterns. They are of form, {A1B1,A2B2} where A1
and A2 are same but B1 and B2 are not the same or vice
versa. The new measure Ipair, is useful for measuring the
measure the interestingness of pair pattern.
b) Cluster patterns, are formed by the collection of
combining together the similar or related or atomic patterns.
They take the form, {A1B1, A2B2, ABN}. Measure
Icluster explains how interested the cluster of patterns is.
c) Some patterns can sometimes take form of extension of
other patterns. For example, {A1U B1C1} can be referred
as an extension of {A1C1}. Such patterns are merged to
form incremental pair patterns.
d) The patterns which are extension of one another are to be
grouped together to form Incremental cluster patterns, as
{A1Z1, A1U B1Z1, A1U B1U C1Z1…}.
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Figure 2. Steps of MFCM
V.

MULTI METHOD COMBINED MINING
Figure 3. Steps of MMCM

In many cases the patterns that are discovered by a
particular method that do not serve to user’s perspective.
Here we can find need of using more than one methods of
mining in order to discover more informative patterns. The
multiple methods can be used serially, closed loop or in
parallel fashion [1]. The steps in MMCM are shown in
figure 3.
a) Parallel Multimethod Mining: In this type of approach
various mining techniques are used parallel on same or
different data sets.
1) Firstly the independent data sources are mined by using
different data mining techniques available, to find out the
respective atomic pattern sets.
2) Then the available patterns are collaborated together by
merging method.
b) Serial Multimethod Mining: The various data mining
techniques are used here one by one. So the outcome of one
technique is handled by another technique to discover the in
depth knowledge and this process goes on till the last
technique of the process.
This method works as follows:
1) Firstly the data source available is mined to obtain pattern
set P1 with the help of suitable method.
2) After studying the initial pattern set, the next suitable
method is selected and then P1 is again mined using it to
discover the next level pattern P2.
3) The available different techniques are applied according
to the domain knowledge and the output requirement.

c) Closed Loop Multimethod Mining: This approach
considers the impact of one technique on the other.
Practically the feedback from next method can be used to
purify the results obtained from previous method. So it can
be easily observed that in closed loop approach, the decision
(whether the pattern is interested or not) depends on other
methods also and not only on that particular method. Closed
loop mining is consist the following steps which are as
follows:
1) Initially the pattern set P1 is formed by following the
process of serial multimethod mining.Some samples may
not be identified at the end of this step. This is due to the
conditions and limitations that are applied on various
mining techniques.
2) The patterns in P1 are verified for their validity. Some
samples may not be verified to patterns. The separate data
set is formed using such uncommon samples, say Dx. This
available dataset is again mined by multiple methods to
discover the new pattern P2.
3) Process of step 2 is repeated many times as required by
the miner to discover patterns like P1, P2 …Pk. This
processes help the patterns to rediscover the new data.
4) All patterns are then collaborated to form combined
pattern.
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VI.

CONCLUSION

The typical enterprise applications, like the telecom fraud
detection and close observation of stock markets, involve
heterogeneous and multiple distributed features. This data
sources with huge quantities, expect to cater for preferences,
user demographics, business impact, behavior, business
appearance and service usage. There is a need to mine for
patterns consisting of various aspects of the information
which reflects comprehensive business background. This
present patterns help in decision-making actions. The
challenges of the existing data mining methods like
postanalysis and table joining are overcome with help of
patterns. There are various frameworks for handling
multimethod, multifeature and multisource related issues.
These frameworks are extracted from related business
projects like different domains of insurance, banking, capital
markets and government service. This has shown that the
proposed frameworks are customizable and flexible for
handling a large amount of the complex data. It involves
multiple sources, methods and features as needed, for which
data sampling and table joining may not be acceptable. It
has also shown that the identified combined patterns are
more actionable and informative than any single patterns
identified in the traditional way.
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